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About This Content

This soundtrack to the sleeper-hit video game BIT.TRIP CORE features thumpin' chiptune-inspired tracks that will get your
heart pounding as CommanderVideo learns what it means to have a CORE.

Bookended by amazing chiptune artist and guest star Bubblyfish, the BIT.TRIP CORE soundscape continues
CommanderVideo's aural soul quest as he transitions into the land of the tactile.

Get in the zone and ride the vibe as you continue your own BIT.TRIP with this audio companion.

TRACK LIST

Translucent (feat. Bubblyfish)

Discovery

Exploration

Control
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Ah! (feat. Bubblyfish)

Trepidation

Nurture

Determination

Accomplishment

Realization
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I could have easily been convinced that this was a high quality Sega Genesis title that was released near the end of the console's
life.

The game has fantastic atmosphere with music to match (one song in particular gave me a serious DOOM vibe). There are
plenty of secrets and power ups to find, and there's even a 'true ending' to be unlocked for finding several specific secrets. To
help with exploration, there's an in-game map that shows teleport and save rooms. The controls and pace felt a tad sluggish at
first, but once I adapted to it (took less than thirty minutes) and found a few upgrades I was movin' and groovin' just fine. The
elemental powers are used in a few fun ways, which turned a few areas into what felt like mini-puzzles. Most of the boss fights
were an absolute blast and I rarely was irked when I died. The plot is dealt out little by little as you progress through the game,
and there were a couple of moments that had me intrigued.

The only bug I encountered in this game was where an enemy created floor spikes in an area that was out of bounds instead of
under the protagonist.. This is way too fun and addictive.
It may seem that it offers little and repetitive, but trust me that you will always want to reach higher.
Also, you're gonna hate Japanball and Rumaniaball with your heart.. i dont even own this game why can i review it. A simple,
but very interesting and addictive game. I did not expect to like it so much :-). I like this game. The weird girly anime theme of
this game almost kept me from playing it, however after watching a gameplay video I decided to give it a try. After the first
hour of play I couldn't stop playing.
The game is a combination of plants vs zombies, tactical/RPG and anime, a weird combination that somehow works really well.
The story takes some time to get going but by the end I was actually interested in finding out would happen.
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It's pretty difficult. But, on the other hand, it's hilarious. It's also only 2 bucks. It's worth a play.. This superb stealth game is
even better than its predecessor in various ways.. V e r i__T h i c c

( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0). This game looks like it is a blast, seems like an Irish Bastion right? It turns out to
be a terrible port and not worth a 5 dollar price.

Pros:
-Intriging story
-New setting
-Great art style
-Intresting concept

Cons:
-Terrible textures, texutes don't all match, some have darker outlines and some don't, no shadows, everything looks flat
-Poor sound effects, I had to turn down the footsteps, they are not smooth and the chain hit sound blasts louder than the others
-Horrible controls, says full controller support but I had issues with the controller sticking and the buttons it says to press dont
work (example it said to push "a" but the actually button was the trigger) also it wanted me to middle click which is not intuitive
at all
-Dialouge boxes don't work well, I had problems navigating through the lines and when they closed they would flash for a frame
or two
-Dialouge is written like a tumblr fan fic, early on the dialouge said " *Ku walks forward and raises his had* " which brings us
to our next con
-Animations are not smooth, they don't flow with the movment and the cutscenses are just controlled walking.
-Music played by the early npc musicians was incredibly repititive, literally 4 seconds and looped for multiple npcs. I did not
hear any other music after this so I do not know the quality later on
-Dialouge is written is a script like context, instead of a box at the top it says like "Culan: Ku, blah blah blah" and the name is
the same color as the rest of the text.

This game is a tossed together ios port with an asking price that is not worth it. I could recommend the game at around $2.50 but
not at $5, This was written on March 17 so the game might get future updates to improve. I would love to play this game but the
flaws are too much at this current point. I hope they update to fix some of these issues.. Wow, this game is out of this world fun
with a group of people. Immediate and never ending fun.. It is a nice classic tank battle arcade game with lots of different
levels.. Ok this isn't a ecchi game this is a flat out hentai game. The translations are almost comicly bad but the game is playable.
It's much better if you play it in it's normal resolution and not full screen. it also has a lot of stuff to go through until you actually
get to the town management.

But yeah...HENTAI not ecchi game.

On sale for a hentai vn with a light village management game in it, it's ok.
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